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Abstract — The “Arm7 Based Evolution In Vehicle
Mobility And Automation”, various sensor is used to detect
various parameters of the vehicle system like Temperature
sensor is used to detect engine temperature, Light sensor is
used to switch on head light at night automatically, proximity
sensor are used for driver as well as driver side seat belt
wearing information, figure print sensor are used to open the
vehicle as well as start the car. Micro serial data card reader
is used here to work as a black box of the vehicle, whenever
accident happen it can give all the last information which is
stored in to memory card to the investigator, which is easy to
detect the cause of accident. The smartness of this vehicle is
to tell all the information or sensor output data audibly to the
vehicle owner or driver and driver side seat passenger. All
the things can be controlled by one system which is ARM7
and information is also displayed on LCD monitor.

Keywords – Electronic control units (ECU), Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD), Light Dependant Resistor (LDR), Light
Emitting Diode (LED), Universal Serial Bus (USB).

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This system is ARM7 based system. A Temperature
sensor is used to detect engine temperature, Light sensor is
used to switch on head light at night automatically,
proximity sensor are used for driver as well as driver side
seat belt wearing information, figure print sensor are used
to open as well as start the vehicle. Ultrasonic sensor is
used to detect front obstacle and back side especially at the
time of vehicle parking. Micro serial data card reader is
used to work as a black box of the vehicle, whenever
accident happen it can give all the last information which
is stored in to memory card to the investigator, which is
easy to detect the cause of accident. The smartness of this
vehicle is to tell all the information or sensor output data
audibly to the vehicle owner or driver and driver side seat
passenger. All the things can be controlled by one system
which is ARM7 and information is also displayed on LCD
monitor. In this system the main thing is the sensor output
and ARM7 controller, all the information can be collect
and give audible data output to the user for ease and error
free control on vehicle.

II. BACKGROUND

2.1 An integrated architecture for future car
generations.[1]

As per the paper published by Roman Obermaisser ·
Philipp Peti Fulvio Tagliabo Published online: 3 April
2007.

The DECOS architecture is an integrated architecture
that builds upon the validated services of a time-triggered
network, which serves as a shared resource for the
communication activities of more than one application
subsystem. In addition,

Encapsulated partitions are used to share the
computational resources of Electronic Control Units
(ECUs) among software modules of multiple application
subsystems. This paper investigates the benefits of the
DECOS architecture as an electronic infrastructure for
future car generations. The shift to an integrated
architecture will result in quantifiable cost reductions in
the areas of system hardware cost and system
development. In the paper we present a current federated
Fiat car E/E architecture and discuss a possible mapping to
an integrated solution based on the DECOS architecture.
The proposed architecture provides a foundation for mixed
criticality integration with both safety-critical and non
safety-critical subsystems. In particular, this architecture
supports applications up to the highest criticality classes
(10−9 failures per hour), thereby taking into account the
emerging dependability requirements of by-wire
functionality in the automotive industry.

However, in order to satisfy the industrial demands on
performance, dependability and cost with respect to a large
variety of different car platforms, the current state-of the-
art system development methodology is heavily imposed
to be reviewed, because of
 The strong competition among the carmakers;
 The requirement to continuously improve comfort

functionality with stringent time-to-market constraints;
 The introduction of by-wire vehicle control and those

functions introduced following normative pressure
(e.g., fuel consumptions)

 A demand of greater versatility of the vehicle,
conceived in a new view about modularity and
standardization.

In particular, a low number of ECUs offers significant
benefits with respect to architecture complexity, wiring,
mounting, hardware cost and many others. Thus, a
reduction of the number of ECUs is of great interest. It is
the objective of this paper to present the DECOS
architecture for dependable embedded control systems for
future automotive systems. This integrated architecture is
based on time-triggered core architecture and a set of high-
level services that support the execution of newly
developed and legacy applications across standardized
technology-invariant interfaces. Rigorous encapsulation
guarantees the independent development, seamless
integration, and operation without unintended mutual
interference of the different application subsystems. The
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integrated architecture offers an environment to combine
both safety-critical and non safety-critical subsystems
within a single distributed computer system. The
architecture exploits the encapsulation services to
guarantee that software faults cannot propagate from non
safety-critical subsystems into subsystems of higher
criticality.

2.1.1 Conclusion: Future car generations require
computer architectures to accommodate the need for
mixed criticality applications, i.e., supporting applications
with ultra-high dependability requirements as well as
applications where flexibility and resource efficiency is of
primary concern (e.g., comfort electronics). The proposed
architecture establishes such an infrastructure and also
enables physical integration by combining multiple DASs
and virtual networks within a single distributed real-time
computer system. Thus, the architecture reduces the
number of different networks and protocols. The proposed
integrated architecture exhibits flexibility and supports
reuse of application software across different car
segments. The key element for this flexibility, as well as
for complexity management and the independent
development of subsystems, are small DASs. Instead of
the typical domain oriented system structure, we show that
we can subdivide the overall functionality of a car into
smaller DASs, each equipped with dedicated architectural
services. By transforming a today’s automotive system
onto the future E/E architecture, we have demonstrated the
feasibility of the integrated architecture for a future
automotive system.
2.2 Automated Vehicle Control System[2]

As per the paper published by M.Habibullah Pagarkar
Kaushal Parekh Jogen Shah Jignasa Desai Prarthna
Advani Siddhesh Sarvankar Nikhil Ghate Third Year
Information Technology Engineering V.E.S.I.T. Chembur,
Mumbai 71.

They use intelligent instruments in every part of our
lives. It won’t take much time that we realize that most of
our tasks are being done by electronics. Very soon, as we
shall see, they will perform one of the most complicated
tasks that a person does in a day, that of driving a vehicle.
This is for the better. As the days of manned driving are
getting extremely numbered, so are those of traffic jams,
bad, dangerous and rough drivers and more importantly,
accidents. According to Mr. Willie D. Jones in the IEEE
SPECTRUM magazine (September 2001), a person dies in
a car crash every second.. Automation of the driving
control of two-wheelers is one of the most vital need of the
hour. This technology can very well implement what was
absent before, controlled lane driving. Considering the
hazards of driving and their more pronounced effect on
two-wheelers our OPTICALLY GUIDED VEHICLE
CONTROL SYSTEM is exactly what is required. These
systems have been implemented in France, Japan &
U.S.A. by many companies, but only for cars and mass
transport networks. In those systems, the acceleration and
brake controls are left to the driver while the micro-
processor simply handles the steering and the collision
detection mechanism. Our system is superior in the sense
that ALL the tasks related to driving are automated. The

driver just has to sit back and enjoy the ride. This system
has a large number of advantages:
1) Smooth traffic flow due to lane driving.
2) Speed is maintained at a constant 30 km/h This speed is
fast enough for travelling and slow enough for the driver
to escape unhurt in a highly unlikely accident.
3) Driving for the physically challenged.
4) Transport of goods and personnel in sensitive areas like
nuclear stations, military installations, industrial hazard-
areas or even in large companies.
5) Tireless driving devoid of the stress involved in long
distance driving.
6) Accident prevention due to automatic collision control.
7) Only a few components are added to get all these extra
advantages.
8) Extremely cost effective.
9) Easily implementable as the parts required are available
in any garage.
This system is not without limitations in it’s present form.
1) This system is available only for gear-less two -
wheelers.
2) The tracking mechanism involves painting two white
strips along the length of the road.

We have excluded geared two-wheelers from the scope
of this project because it complicates the control
mechanism. At present, we do not have the resources
available with us to work with a geared vehicle. The
second disadvantage can be nullified by using a paint
which is sensitive only to a particular type of radiation
which emanates only from the two-wheeler. This can
prevent any individual from painting his own set of lines
on the road. This idea too was left out from the final
project idea due to cost constraints. A large company can
use this in it’s factory or B.E.S.T. can incorporate it in it’s
buses. Primary emphasis has been given to passenger
safety. The driver has the ability to call in this circuit
whenever he feels it necessary and the option of shifting to
manual control is at his discretion.

2.2.1 Conclusion:- Collision detection and avoidance
systems should become more commonplace with the
passage of time. People are living in a networked world
and constantly feel that they have less time on their hands.
It has been jokingly said, that “The more developed a
country is, the more time it’s citizens waste behind the
steering wheel.” To perfect this technique, it might take
several years, but this project is surely a step in the right
direction. Prevention is better than cure. So instead of
treating patients after an accident, accidents should be
prevented by incorporating this system.
Methods Based on Model Estimation
2.2 Implementation of Can Bus in an Autonomous
All- Terrain Vehicle. [3]

As per the paper published by Sunil Kumar Gurram and
James M. Conrad Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department, University of North Carolina at Charlotte,
NC, USA ©2011 IEEE

The recent technology trends in the automobile industry
are bringing more comfort in a vehicle by incorporating
automation techniques like collision avoidance (which
uses lasers to detect the objects around the vehicle and
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when the vehicle gets closer to any object, the brakes will
be applied automatically), advanced safety features,
entertainment devices and lot more. As the technology is
developing, the use of electronic control units (ECU) in
vehicles is increasing rapidly, making the communication
between them very complex. Multiplexed communication
was eventually developed to decrease the interconnections
(cables) and the complexity between the ECUs. But the
multiplexed communication has not met the real time
communication requirements. In 1980s, BOSCH, a
technology based corporation designed a multi master
serial communication protocol called Controller Area
Network (CAN) which is robust, real time and also
reduces the amount of cables to be used for the
interconnections. The CAN protocol is an asynchronous
serial communication protocol which follows ISO 11898
standards and is widely accepted in automobiles due to its
real time performance, reliability and compatibility with
wide range of devices. The CAN protocol is a two wire,
half duplex system which has data rates up to 1Mbps and
offers a very high level of security. Its ease of use, robust,
low cost and versatile technology made it applicable in
other areas of applications where inter processor
communication or elimination of excessive wiring is
needed. Some of the areas it is widely used are industrial
machinery, avionics, medical equipments, building
automation etc.

2.2.1 Conclusion: This paper describes about
implementing the CAN bus on automated vehicles. The
operation of the CAN protocol has been tested on RX62N
microcontroller. As the CAN protocol is compatible with
many of the devices it can be implemented in any of the
embedded systems for real time transmission of data with
less number of interconnections and large number of
devices to communicate.

III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Model Development
3.1.1 Analytical Development

Fig.3.1.1 Block Diagram of Vehicle Mobility and
Automation

I. Fingerprint Sensor
The fingerprint sensor can read different fingerprints

and store in its own flash memory. The sensor can perform
three functions namely Add (Enroll) , Empty Database or
Search Database and return the ID of stored fingerprint.
Any of three functions can be called simply by making the
pin low of the sensor or pressing onboard three switches.
The response is either error or ok which is indicated by
onboard LED. The response is also returned as single
serial data byte. The return byte is a valid ID or error code.
The response byte is a single byte at 9600 bps thus making
whole sensor very easy to use. We have provided
indicating LEDs and function switch already so it’s ready
to use when you receive it. Just give power and start using
the sensor using onboard switches. Then you can move on
making external application using these functions.

3.1.2 Photo of Fingerprint sensor

3.1.1.1 Features
• Easy to use
• Status LEDs
• Function Switches
• Single byte response
• Works at 5V
• UART 9600bps response
3.1.1.2 Inputs and Outputs of Sensor
i) Input: Two ways to trigger the function of fingerprint

sensor
1) Onboard switch: Add, Empty or Search.
2) Make pin low from external microcontroller for 5ms as
per function required to be executed.
ii) Outputs (Response): Two ways to monitor output
response after a function is executed
1) Onboard LEDs: ERROR or OK
2) Read byte after executing function
3.1.1.3 Types of function
There are namely three functions you can call for the

fingerprint sensor. We will see each in brief.
i) Add (Enroll) Function: Adds a fingerprint to database
and return a byte of newly added ID. Return values are
from 0x00 to 0xFE. In case of error like no finger placed,
return code is 0xFF. Here 0xFF means error executing
function
ii) Search Function: When a finger is put and search
function is called, it returns a matching ID if found in its
existing memory. Return values are from 0x00 to 0xFE. In
case of error like no finger placed, return code is 0xFF.
Here 0xFF means error executing function.
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iii) Empty Function: When you wish to empty all
fingerprint data stored on sensor you can use this function.
After executing this function, you will get 0xCC as OK or
0xFF in case of error.
3.1.1.4 Application Example

We will use an example of AT89S52 MCU to interface
but can be any MCU like AT89C51 or AVR or PIC. Since
the code is in PIC. The logic will remain same across all C
compilers. All three functions of fingerprint sensor are
trigged by simply making the sensor's pin low for 5
millisecond and waiting for answer of single byte. If
function executes fine we switch on OK LED for 1
second. If error then we switch on ERROR led for 1
second. You can further expand this example code to send
data to PC using MCU TX pin or add an LCD to show
various functions and IDs returned.

Fig.3.1.3 CKT diagram of fingerprint application

II. Temperature sensor
Temperature Probe using ‘K’-Thermocouple – Digital

Interface. This board includes a 'K' type thermocouple
probe with digital interface. Measures temperature from 0
to +1024 deg Celsius with 0.25 deg C resolution. Output is
simple serial SPI interface to be used with any
microcontroller. The board performs cold-junction
compensation and digitizes the signal from a type-K
thermocouple. The data is output in a 12-bit resolution,
SPI™-compatible, read-only format. This converter
resolves temperatures to 0.25°C, allows readings as high
as +1024°C.

Fig.3.1.4 Photo of Temperature Probe using ‘K’
Thermocouple

i) Information
The board is a sophisticated thermocouple-to-digital

converter with a built-in 12-bit analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). The board also contains cold-junction
compensation sensing and correction, a digital controller,
an SPI-compatible interface, and associated control logic.
The board is designed to work in conjunction with an
external microcontroller (μC) or other intelligence in
thermostatic, process-control, or monitoring applications.

ii) Temperature Conversion
The board includes signal-conditioning hardware to

convert the thermocouple’s signal into a voltage
compatible with the input channels of the ADC. The
thermocouple probe leads connect to internal circuitry that
reduces the introduction of noise errors from the
thermocouple wires. Before The growth of cellular
telephone systems took off in the early 1980s, particularly
in Europe. The lack of a technological standardization
prompted the European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) to create the
Grouped Special Mobile (GSM) in 1982 with the objective
of developing a standard for a mobile telephone system
that could be used across Europe. The first GSM network
was launched in 1991 by Radiolinja in Finland.
Converting the thermoelectric voltages into equivalent
temperature values, it is necessary to compensate for the
difference between the thermocouple cold-junction side
(ambient temperature) and a 0°C virtual reference. For a
type-K thermocouple, the voltage changes by 41μV/°C,
which approximates the thermocouple characteristic with
the following linear equation: VOUT = (41μV / °C) ✕
(TR - TAMB) Where: VOUT is the thermocouple output
voltage (μV). TR is the temperature of the remote
thermocouple junction (°C). TAMB is the ambient
temperature (°C).
III. LDR Sensor

Two cadmium sulphide (cds) photoconductive cells with
spectral responses similar to that of the human eye. The
cell resistance falls with increasing light intensity.
i) Light memory characteristics

Light dependant resistors have a particular property in
that they remember the lighting conditions in which they
have been stored .This memory effect can be minimized
by storing the LDR’s in light prior to use. Light storage
reduces equilibrium time to reach steady resistance values.
IV. Micro SD Card Module

The Breakout Module product series is designed for
R&D purpose where end user can choose variety of
standalone interface modules and can interface them with
any controller. The Micro SD card interface breakout
Module for 3.3V & 5V Logic Level. Micro SD card
interface breakout module for 3.3V & 5V level requires
5VDC power source.
V. Power Supply Unit
Simple 5V power supply for digital circuits
Summary of circuit features
 Brief description of operation: Gives out well regulated

+5V output, output current capability of 100 mA
 Circuit protection: Built-in overheating protection

shuts down output when regulator IC gets too hot
 Circuit complexity: Very simple and easy to build
 Circuit performance: Very stable +5V output voltage,

reliable operation
 Availability of components: Easy to get, uses only very

common basic components
 Design testing: Based on datasheet example circuit, I

have used this circuit successfully as part of many
electronics projects
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 Applications: Part of electronics devices, small
laboratory power supply

 Power supply voltage: Unregulated DC 8-18V power
supply

 Power supply current: Needed output current + 5 mA
 Component costs: Few dollars for the electronics

components + the input transformer cost
3.2 Mathematical Development
3.2.1 Data acquisition

The nodes in this network periodically switch on their
sensors, detect the different condition for sensors and
transmit the data of interest to the controller. Necessary
software has been developed and written on the onboard
microprocessor to digitize the sensed data by various
sensors board on the MicaZ and to transmit the data to a
audio player through controller. Applications have been
written by using a NesC programming language on a
desktop computer, machine codes produced by a compiler
are then transferred to each node through gateways. When
the sensor node is switched on, the program runs
automatically. Because nodes consume a limited energy
during sensing, processing and transferring, developed
program ignores the values below specified value to
increase the lifetime of the nodes. The flow chart of sensor
node program is given in Flowchart 3.2.1 . Data collection
and monitoring Software is written in keil in order to
control the transmitted data from base station to computer
serial port connected to base station. The node through
which the sensed data is coming from is detected and the
raw value sensed by the node is converted to physical
values. Thus, sensed values of different sensors by each
node can be monitored in real time. The application
permits both real time monitoring and identifying from the
nodes where data is coming from. The application does
not warn for the specified values since it is below danger
levels. But the values above specified values, create the
continuous flashes on the monitor and attract the attention
of people in charge, so that, they can take necessary
precautions. Another added property of the application is
that, the data is stored in the database and can be
monitored through a prepared web page from anywhere if
desired. To collect and manage application server
information and WSNs information, we use MySQL as a
database management system.

Flowchart 3.2.1 for complete operation of the system

Flowchart 3.2.2 for Fingerprint Module

Flowchart 3.2.3 for Proximity sensor Module

Flowchart 3.2.4 for LDR sensor Module

Flowchart 3.2.5 for Temperature sensor Module
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Flowchart 3.2.5 for Ultrasonic sensor Module

3.3 Experimental Analysis
This is the stage to develop any project. It actually

defins the aim and the concept of the project. In this
section the purpose i.e. why this particularly is required is
explained. For designing block diagram we have
categories the whole system into different indivual
moduls.This modules (Block Diagram) will be helpful in
understanding the concept and working of the integrated
system. For implementing ckt and components this is the
actual implementation of ckt of each block. At this stage
we have actually design each block separately and finally
integrated them into the complete working system. For
developing flowchart for software to get the logical flow
of the software, The development of flowchart is having a
prominent role. So we have to analyze the complete
system and organize the flow chart in such a manner that
one can understand the complete working of the software.
For writing actual code for AREM7 we have actually
translate code in a C language for LPC2148.ARM7 so that
it can understand the instruction and run as per
requirement. The instruction is in ANSIIC language.
3.3.1 A Brief History of Arm7 (LPC2148
Development Board)
I. Block Diagram of ARM7

Fig.3.4.1 Block diagram of ARM7

In the early 'pre-ARM' days, ARM stood for Acorn
RISC Machines. Then when ARM became a separate
company ARM became Advanced RISC Machines and the
modern name is just ARM (probably saves people
typing!). RISC stands for Reduced Instruction
Set Computer which is the type of microprocessor we

design. Combined with comprehensive design services.
LPC2148 Pro Development Board is a powerful
development platform based on LPC2148 ARM7TDMI
AREM7 with 512K on-chip memory.

This board is ideal for developing embedded
applications involving high speed wireless
communication, USB based data logging, real time data
monitoring and control, interactive control panels etc. The
on-chip USB controller provides direct high speed
interface to a PC/laptop with speeds up to 12Mb/s. The
UART boot loader eliminates need of an additional
programmer and allows you to program using serial port.
The on board peripherals include SD/MMC card
interface,USB2.0 interface, 4Kbit I2C EEPROM, Xbee
wireless module interface, ULN2003 500mA current
sinking driver, L293D DC motor controller, 16X2
character LCD and many more. The on-chip peripherals
and the external hardware on the development board are
interconnected using pin headers and jumpers. The I/O
pins on the AREM7 can be accessed from a 50 pin male
header. The board is made from double sided PTH PCB
board to provide extra strength to the connector joints for
increased reliability. It supports the operating supply
voltage between 7V to 14V and has built-in reverse
polarity protection.

IV. CONCLUSION

This system is ARM7 based system. A Temperature
sensor is used to detect engine temperature, Light sensor is
used to switch on head light at night automatically,
proximity sensor are used for driver as well as driver side
seat belt wearing information, figure print sensor are used
to open as well as start the vehicle. Ultrasonic sensor is
used to detect front obstacle and back side especially at the
time of vehicle parking. Micro serial data card reader is
used to work as a black box of the vehicle, whenever
accident happen it can give all the last information which
is stored in to memory card to the investigator, which is
easy to detect the cause of accident. The smartness of this
vehicle is to tell all the information or sensor output data
audibly to the vehicle owner or driver and driver side seat
passenger.
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